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Abstract— Smart Grid mesh networks are becoming more 

popular. Wireless Mesh networks have been deployed in 

various Home Area Networks (HAN), Local Area Networks 

(LAN) and in various grid domains. The central core of this 

paper is to increase the resiliency of the network. This can 

be accomplished by enhancing the security of the network. 

Security can be improved by refreshing the key periodically. 

This will help to safeguard the network against cyber-attack. 

This scheme has been applied using Efficient Grid Security 

using Improved 3 way Handshaking (EGS). This will update 

the key periodically and then enhance the security using 

3way Handshaking. This paper authenticates and blocks the 

intruder from entering the network. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Smart Grid consists of many networks and sub-networks 

such as Home Area Network (HAN), Neighborhood Area 

Network (NAN), various service providers, transmission 

links, distribution links and more generation units. These 

units are working together as system of systems in which 

many are vulnerable to and are in risk of being attacked 

remotely.  

Security has been identified as one of the most 

challenging topics in the smart grid mesh network 

development. Providing a high level security is one of the 

most important and challenging feature in Smart Grid 

design. Wireless mesh network is a cost effective network 

over a specified coverage area. This network consists of 

routers, clients and various gateways. The routers forward 

the data or traffic across the network through the gateways. 

 
Fig. 1: Smart Grid Mesh Network 

The use of mesh networks are increasing due to 

their increased reliability and their dynamic routing 

capability.  

Fig.1 illustrates an example of smart grid mesh 

network. The network consists of various home area 

networks, companies and substations. These are connected 

together by means of mesh network. The data sent across the 

mesh and smart grid network should be secure. To enhance 

the security of the network becomes a hard task. Hence the 

security of the smart grid mesh networks becomes a 

challenging issue in wireless communication. So an efficient 

mechanism called Efficient Grid security using improved 3 

way handshaking is proposed. This mechanism involves 

three major steps. The different entities in the network are 

authenticated. Then periodic refreshment of keys is done 

with the help of Efficient Mesh Security Association 

protocol (EMSA) [1]. To block the intruders entering the 

network entering the network we propose an improved 3 

way handshaking [2] along we propose an improved 3 way 

handshaking [2] along with the efficient mesh security 

association protocol. This will improve the overall security 

of the smart grid mesh networks. 

II. INTRUDER DETECTION 

An intruder can be defined as a node outside the network or 

an unauthorised node which brings harm to the data sent 

across the network. These intruders are very harmful threats 

to the network. So detecting and preventing the intruders 

from the network is very much essential. Every system and 

network has a need for intruder detection because intruders 

can perform unsafe operations or modify the data.  The 

detection can be done in numerous ways and according to 

the network they differ. An ideal method should be 

proposed for detecting the intruders. Here an ideal 

mechanism for detecting the intruder is proposed which will 

ensure the security, integrity and privacy of the system. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. System Architecture: 

 
Fig. 2: System Architecture 
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B. Node Initialization: 

The suitable wireless Mesh network is created. In the 

network, the required number of nodes is initialized. The 

major nodes formed are Main Gateway, intermediate nodes 

and the mesh points. There are three levels in the 

initialization of the nodes. The first level consists of the   

Main gateway, the second level consist of the 

intermediate nodes and the third level is maintained by the 

all other mesh points in the network. Each node is provided 

with a Node Id and the Mac Id. The node Id is added to 

identify the nodes and their purposes. Then Mac Id is added 

for calculating the Message Integrity code which is used 

during the later phases. Each node is differentiated from the 

other nodes through their node Id’s. 

C. Link Establishment: 

The Intermediate node wishes to connect and establish a 

connection with the main gateway. So Link Establishment is 

made between the intermediate node and the main gateway. 

In the peer link establishment, first the intermediate node 

sends the association request to the main gateway. It waits 

for the response from the main gateway. Then the main 

gateway validates the request sent by the intermediate node. 

After validating the request, the main gateway sends the 

association response to the intermediate node. After the 

successful validation by the master, peer link is established 

between the intermediate node and the main gateway. 

D. Key Refreshment: 

After the successful link establishment between the 

intermediate node and the main gateway, EAP (i.e.) 

Extensible Authentication protocol [1] is carried out. This 

authentication scheme involves the key generation strategy 

which is dynamic (i.e.) key is refreshed periodically. First 

the Main Session Key (MSK) will be generated. Then the 

main gateway will generate the Pairwise Master Key Mesh 

Distributor (PMK-MD)[1] and the Pair wise Master Key 

Mesh Authenticator (PMK-MA) [1] keys and will send it to 

the Authenticator. Then the Pair wise Master Key Mesh 

Distributor (PMK-MD) [1] and the Pair wise Master Key- 

Mesh Authenticator (PMK-MA) [1] keys will be send to the 

intermediate for further process. 

E. Improved 3 Way Handshaking: 

The 3-way handshaking [2] starts with the authenticator 

generating two random numbers, Rand1 and Rand2. These 

values serves as additional protection and it must be a value 

that is not used before with PMK. The authenticator sends 

Rand1 in Message 1. The intermediate node generates its 

own random number Rand2 and uses these two values (i.e.) 

Rand1 and Rand2 to generate the PTK [1] along with the 

PMK [1]. The intermediate node sends its Rand2 and its 

PMK [1] by adding the MIC [1] value in Message 2. The 

authenticator has both the random values Rand1 and Rand2 

and can generate the PTK [1] as desired. The authenticator 

verifies the MIC in Message 2, along with other fields like 

sequence number etc. It sends the PTK in Message 3, which 

also tells the intermediate node to install the PTK [1]. The 

intermediate node verifies the MIC value [1] in Message 3. 

The random values used in this exchange must be 

non-repeating. By choosing the random values, there is 

more protection against many attacks on the server or the 

client.  

To enhance the security of the Message 1 the value 

of Rand1 is encrypted. The messages sent as follows: 

1) Message 1: [Authenticator Address, Enc [Rand1], 

Sequence Number, Msg1];  

2) Message 2: [Intermediate Node Address, Sequence 

Number, Rand2, Msg2, MICPTK (Rand2, 

Sequence Number, Msg2)];  

3) Message 3: [Authenticator Address, Sequence 

Number + 1, Rand2, Msg3, MICPTK (Rand2, 

Sequence Number + 1, Msg3)]  

PTK = Pseudorandom Function (PMK, 

Authenticator Address, Intermediate Node Address, Rand1, 

Rand2)  

Rand1 value is encrypted by means of Temporal 

PMK [2]. 

1) Generation of TPMK:  

TPMK [2] is a temporary key used to secure Message1 of 

the 3-Way Handshaking [2]. TPMK can be done as follows:  

1) Apply Permuted Choice for 1 to 64 most 

significant bits of PMK.  

2) Divide the resultant bits into 2 halves. Mark it as 

L1 and R1.  

3) Apply 2 circular left shift operations to  

4) L1 and R1. Then mark it as L2 and R2. 

5) Now exchange L2 and R2 positions and combine 

them to form the TPMK. 

The Permuted Choice calculation procedure is 

same as used in key generation process of DES algorithm. 

F. Intruder Detection: 

Both the Mesh Authenticator and the Intermediate node will 

contain the Rand1 values and both will generate their own 

MIC values [1]. If a node outside the network arrives, 

suppose if it as intruder or an unauthorized node, it will not 

know the Pair wise Transient Key (PTK) [1] value and 

hence the generated MIC value will not be equal to that of 

the Authenticator’s MIC value. So it will be regarded as an 

intruder and the process will terminate. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Cyber security plays a crucial role in the reliable and 

secured operation of a critical smart grid infrastructure. The 

proposed system describes an effective cyber security 

implementation using Efficient Grid Security using 

improved 3 way Handshaking. The periodic refreshment of 

keys will add security to the network. Message1 in 3 way 

handshaking is enhanced by encrypting the Rand1 value and 

then verifying all the messages based on the given values. 

This will increase and improve the overall security 

infrastructure and the efficiency of the network. Using this 

security infrastructure, the intruder will be blocked from 

entering the network. When an intruder enters the network, 

both the main gateway and the node will communicate using 

the Pair wise Transient Key [1][2] and then main gateway 

will check with the MIC value [1][2]. If there any conflicts 

occur in the MIC value [1][2], then the main gateway will 

decide the node as an intruder and block the intruder from 

entering the network. Restricting the intruder away from the 

network will increase the overall security of the smart grid. 
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V. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

In future, after enhancing the security in the Smart Grid 

Networks, when intruders enter the network after blocking 

them, data can be transferred via different routing schemes. 

When routing is performed in the network, traffic 

monitoring can also be done. Also further research is 

necessary to investigate the maturity of this model and 

analyse how the routing and detecting intruders can be 

performed simultaneously and how the energy wasted in 

these two operations can be stopped.  
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